Subject: Spirit of Jupiter Show Shirt Design Contest
Calling all artists! We need a design for this year's marching band show shirt, and we are asking for your
suggestions! The design will be printed on the back of the black shirts worn as part of the Spirit of Jupiter
uniform.
Keep in mind that the simplest designs are the best; complicated designs have never been chosen.
Requirements:
- The design should consider the theme of the show (Red). Key elements for the theme are: the moon, trees,
wolf eyes and the color red.
- The design will be printed on the back of a black t-shirt.
- Artwork should use a maximum of 5 colors.
- Artwork should be approximately 11" x 11". We don't want to have to "blow up" the artwork to fit on the back
of the shirt and potentially lose detail.
- Preferred format for submission is EPS (encapsulated PostScript). Artwork can also be submitted in JPG
format but must be a minimum of 300 dpi (high resolution). Digital artwork is preferred over scanned in
drawings (for editing purposes).
- If possible for digital artwork, put colors on separate layers to simplify layout work for the printer.
- Artists must have the ability to easily edit submitted artwork.
- If your design is selected, you MUST be willing AND available to work with show design staff to edit the
original design per their specifications with a quick turnaround.
The deadline for all artwork submissions is MIDNIGHT, Monday, August 8, 2016. Email your file to Mrs.
Wiley at wileydebbie@bellsouth.net. If you are turning in a design on paper, please turn it in to the wire inbox
in the band room used for forms.
If your design is selected for the back of the show shirt, you will win a $25 iTunes gift card!

